WPI bounces basketball

By Glenn Brownlee

The MIT men’s varsity basketball team disappointingly concluded its season Thursday night, dropping a 75-63 decision to Worcester Polytechnic Institute at the victor’s gym.

The loss set the Engineers’ final record at 6-16, a definite improvement over last year’s 5-19 mark, but somewhat disappointing after the strong showing MIT had made earlier this year.

From the opening tip, it was apparent that the Engineers would be in for a long night. MIT came out flat, playing inadequately well on defense, but unable to make anything of their offensive plays against WPI. The Engineers’ failure to generate an attack was not due so much to Worcester’s defense, which was fair at best, but mostly to MIT’s inability to move the ball effectively.

At a key moment and could not recover.

The stage was set for one of the bigger intramural spectacles to ever grace the Engineers’ gym. From the opening tap, it was apparent that the Engineers would be in for a long night. MIT came out flat, playing inadequately well on defense, but unable to make anything of their offensive plays against WPI. The Engineers’ failure to generate an attack was not due so much to Worcester’s defense, which was fair at best, but mostly to MIT’s inability to move the ball effectively.

Gifted with the lack of scoring and movement from his teammates, captain Allan Epstein ’75, playing his final collegiate game, had the finest offensive effort of his career. Shooting 10 of 14 shots from the floor for 20 points, Epstein also drew seven fouls.

MIT led in the early moments of the game, but WPI soon took advantage of the Engineers’ poor play and opened up a small lead which it maintained for the remainder of the half.

In the second half, WPI’s shooting improved, and MIT began to fall further and further behind. A 16-6 burst midway through the half gave WPI an apparently safe 64-50 lead with 5:10 remaining. The Engineers, however, staged one rally, playing their best basketball of the night, as MIT went on a second MIT run. At the same time, Pom Long and John Long 76 added ten points and 11 rebounds to give him 145 points and 285 rebounds for the year.

Taking only four of its final fifteen games, the team lost six games by six points or less and lost sizeable leads five times. Although MIT often outplayed its opponents most of the game, the team usually suffered a lapse at a key moment and could not recover.

Despite this year’s disappointing finish, the prospects for next season are fairly bright.

Unfortunately, MIT failed to rush its defense with time running out, missed a couple of hurried shots, and WPI scored twice in the next forty seconds to clinch the victory.

In addition to Epstein’s 20-point performance, a major part of MIT’s scoring came from Lange, who tallied 17 points to finish the season with 561, second highest one-season total in MIT history. Peter Jackson ’76 added ten points and 11 rebounds to give him 451 points and 285 rebounds for the year.
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IM hockey standings:

- MUNA: C 2 5 0
- Phi Kappa Sigma: A 7 8 1
- Theta Chi 'A': C 3 2 0
- Delta Tau Delta: A 9 8 1
- Fiji/Baker: A 5 6 2
- Airo-Astro: B 7 6 2
- AEP: D 5 1 0
- TAC: A 5 7 1
- Sig. Chi: A 5 4 1
- Eta Xi: C 3 2 1
- Theta Xi 'C': A 5 6 2

IM hockey results:
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